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Introduction

Real-time 
imaging

非接触式Non-contact 
scanning

BXM2000 is a hand-held real-time imaging system, which can 
quickly check concealed threats through non-contact scanning.



Features

Build-in screen design, small and 
flexible. It is suitable for individuals, 
and can check the narrow and small 
areas that other equipment is 
difficult to reach.

Small and Flexible

It is sensitive to organic materials 
such as explosives and narcotics 
which are outstanding on the 
images.
Figure: Powder explosive simulants, 
flammable liquids,
Ice simulant

Highlight Organics

Simultaneous image output allows 
operators to quickly find the hidden 
threats and contrabands through 
features such as shape and 
grayscale, and locate their exact 
positions.

Real-time Imaging



Technical Overview :
Transmission & Backscatter

Original Cellphone

Cellphone with 
Explosive Simulated 

battery

The X-Ray source and the
detector are located on different
sides of the object. The X-ray
penetrates through the object
and then is converted into the
signals from the X-ray decayed
on its path by the detector to
show the internal situation of
the suspicious part.

The X-Ray source and the
detector are located on the same
side of the object. The detector
receives the scattered X-rays,
thereby the scanner will be
displaying the material density
distribution of the shallow layer
inside the detected object. (The
lower the atomic number, the
stronger the backscattered
signal)

Transmission Backscatter



Application

Checkpoint Vehicle 
Safety Inspection

Suspicious 
Package Inspection

VIP Security 
Inspection

Prison Cells 
Safety Inspection

Watercraft Cabin 
Safety Inspection

Aircraft Interior 
Security Inspection



Headliner

Seats
Trunk 

Interlayer

Door

Tire

Bumper

BXM2000 can scan and detect
various parts of the suspected
vehicle, and can find suspicious
smuggled and dangerous goods
without damaging the vehicle.

Checkpoint Vehicle



Suspicious Package

News

October 10, 2015
Two explosions at a 
Turkish railway station 
killed 95 people and 
injured 246.

February 13, 2010,
An explosion occurred in 
a German bakery in 
Pune, western India, 
which killed 9 people and 
injured 57.

………

The scanned images can 

quickly show the internal 

structure of the package
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Moving suspicious 
packages could endanger 

public safety
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Eavesdropper
simulant image

Before important or confidential 
meetings, security agencies shall 
conduct a comprehensive security 
inspection of the venue. The main 
purpose is to find the intelligent 
devices and explosives.

storage 
box

Potted 
plant

WallsTablesSeats 

VIP Security



Prison

The safety inspection of prison buildings is
very important. The concealed
contrabands brought into the prison by
the prisoners will be a great threat to the
security and social stability.
For toilets, water tanks, sinks, and wall
coverings that are difficult to be manually
inspected or difficult to be moved, the
BXM2000 can help supervisors to find
safety issues and prevent accidents.

Knife in the water tank Drugs in the lockers

Screwdriver in the sewerMini phone in the pillow



Watercraft

In the process of watercraft cabin safety inspection, ordinary security
check equipment cannot be boarded to find the contrabands such as
drugs, weapons, ivory, rhino horn and other smuggled goods hidden in
irremovable parts such as cabin interlayer, cabin furniture, deck interlayer.

There is no effective 
inspection method at 
present

舱内
家具

甲板
夹层

-Ivory simulant hidden inside the 
desk interlayer-

-Drugs hidden inside cabin furniture-



Aircraft

Drugs in 
the seat

Drugs in 
the toilet

Many aircrafts and private jets may bring
smuggled goods and contrabands entering foreign
countries and causing security problems. At
present, there is no effective aircraft inspection
scanners, so it is difficult to inspect the
contrabands inside. BXM2000 can be used for
aircraft interior inspection.

Compact & 

lightweight Portable
Fast 

inspection

Intuitive & 

convenient



Scan button

X-ray indicator

Screen

Power button / 
Sleep button

General Specification
Standard scan speed ：150 mm/ s

Scan time (max) ：30 s

Generator voltage：120KV

Penetrating ability：3.5mm steel

System Specification

Weight ： 4.3KG

System Dimensions ：170 mm ( H ) ×
248mm ( W ) × 235mm ( L )

Operating time ：4 Hrs（25% Duty 
cycle ）

X-ray indicator Environmental Specification

Operating TEMP：20℃ ～ + 50℃ 

Storage TEMP：- 25℃ ～ + 60℃ 

Humidity：0% ~ 93%（ non-

condensing ）

Structure & Parameters



Powerful image processing

Contrast adjustment

Brightness adjustment

Image enhancement

Colorization

Colorization
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Multiple image 

processing functions
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Image 
grouping
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Real-time 

imaging
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W I F I

transmission

03

On-site photo 

forensics

Software Functions



Tablet
Optional tablet connected to the scanner
through WIFI is used for viewing the images
remotely which improves the efficiency and
accuracy of inspection.

Optional

Accessories

Charger Shoulder strap Calibration kit Backup battery

System Accessories



Package

Anti-knock

Waterproof

Wear-resistant

Size

546×400×280mm

Weight

(scanner included) 

12.8kg

To carry the  

scanner &

important 

accessories

Weight

(scanner included) 

6.8kg

Portable 
Container Box

Portable 
Backpack
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CREATING 
A SAFER WORLD


